
Wallpaper Factory

Package #1

Welcome
Welcome  to  the  world  of  Windows  wallpaper!   We  hope  that  you  find  this
package both enjoyable and useful.  The included bitmap files are designed to be
used with the Microsoft Windows system as desktop wallpapers.  Each uses a 16
color  palette,  appears  best  tiled,  and  can  be  used  at  any  resolution  unless
otherwise noted.

Please feel free to view the included wallpapers and pass along to friends.  If you
decide to use any or all of the bitmaps, please register this copy (see below).  If
you pass this on, please maintain the integrity of the package by including all
bitmaps and documentation.  

Contents
CONTENTS.WRI This document.
BALL_BLK.BMP Multicolored balls on black background.
BALL_BLU.BMP Multicolored balls on dark blue background.
BALL_RED.BMP Multicolored balls on dark red background.
BALL_SN.BMP Multicolored balls on red screen background.
BALL_SNS.BMP Multicolored balls on red screen background with shadows.
BAR_BLK.BMP Multicolored bars on black background. 
BAR_BLKL.BMP Multicolored bars (slanted) on black background.
BAR_BLU.BMP Multicolored bars on dark blue background.
BAR_REDS.BMP Multicolored bars on dark red background with shadows.
BRD1_LW.BMP Wallpaper border with lower wallpaper, 640x480 resolution.
BRD1_ULW.BMP Wallpaper border with upper and lower wallpaper, 640x480 resolution.
BRD1_UW.BMP Wallpaper border with upper wallpaper, 640x480 resolution.
BRD2_LW.BMP Wallpaper border with lower wallpaper, 800x600 resolution.
BRD2_ULW.BMP Wallpaper border with upper and lower wallpaper, 800x600 resolution.
BRD2_UW.BMP Wallpaper border with upper wallpaper, 800x600 resolution.
BRD3_LW.BMP Wallpaper border with lower wallpaper, 1024x768 resolution.
BRD3_ULW.BMP Wallpaper border with upper and lower wallpaper, 1024x768 resolution.
BRD3_UW.BMP Wallpaper border with upper wallpaper, 1024x768 resolution.



BRICK_M.BMP Marble bricks.
BRICK_MS.BMP Marble bricks with white and dark grey stripe of bricks.
BRICK_S.BMP White bricks with stripe of dark grey bricks (subway).
MARB_BLK.BMP Multicolored marbles on black background.
MARB_BLU.BMP Multicolored marbles on dark blue background.
MARB_RED.BMP Multicolored marbles on dark red background.
PENC_W.BMP Pencils on white paper.
PENC_WL.BMP Pencils on white lined paper.
PENC_Y.BMP Pencils on yellow paper.
PILR.BMP Marble pillar with black background.
PILR_A.BMP Marble pillar and architrave on black background.
SCRNM_DR.BMP Medium mesh, dark red screen.
SCRNM_R.BMP Medium mesh, red screen.
SCRNS_R.BMP Small mesh, red screen.
SHWR_GRN.BMP Shower floor with mint green tiles.
SHWR_WHT.BMP Shower floor with white tiles.
TILE_COL.BMPMulticolored tiles.
TILE_DM.BMP Dark marble tiles.
TILE_GRN.BMP Mint green tiles.
TILE_LG.BMP Light grey tiles.
TILE_LM.BMP Light marble tiles.
TILE_WB.BMP White to black tile pattern.
TILE_WDG.BMP White to dark grey tile pattern.
TILE_WHT.BMP White tiles.
TILE_WLG.BMP White and light grey tile checkerboard pattern.

To Register
If  you decide  to  register,  you  will  receive  a  license to  use any  or  all  of  the
package #1 bitmaps as Windows wallpapers for use on a single computer or
terminal.  In addition, you will  be added to the mailing list for other wallpaper
packages and future updates, of which you may purchase at a reduced price.  If
you decide to not register, please discontinue use, and either pass along the full
package, or destroy it.  

Please address requests for site licenses to the address below.  Please include
the number of licenses required, and other necessary information.

Please note that all material included with this package is protected under U.S.
copyright law, and that a  temporary viewing-only license is extended with this
document.   No  portion,  in  whole  or  in  part,  may be reproduced or  used for
purposes other than those explicitly noted in this document.



Late Nite Wallpaper Factory Windows Wallpaper Package #1 Registration.

To register this copy of the Late Nite Wallpaper Factory Wallpaper Package #1,
please fill out the following, remit the appropriate amounts, and return to:

BSP
P.O. Box 7297
Provo, Utah  84602-7297

Register only will register the current copy.  If you desire an original copy on disk,
please include the appropriate amount  in  addition to the registration fee, and
specify the disk size.  Note that you must register each copy of the package.
Please  allow  4-6  weeks  for  completion  of  the  registration  process.   Your
registration number (and media, if purchased) will be sent by U.S Mail. 

Registration/media fees:
Register only (per copy, no media) $9.50
Media charge/shipping and handling $3.00
Mailing list only $1.00

Cost Quantity Subtotal
Register $9.50
Media ( ) 5.25" ( ) 3.5"$3.00
Mailing list $1.00

Total cost:  ______________________________

Registrant information:
Name: ___________________________________
Address: ___________________________________

___________________________________
___________________________________

Mailing address: ___________________________________
(If different) ___________________________________

___________________________________
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